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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling, worst sites

1) LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 
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Two types of scatter-like noise
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April 27

L1 DARM
4 hours

TMX noise: L1 
X_TR_A_YAW
signal from 
transmission 
monitor  quad 
photodiode

May 17

L1 range

Arch scattering noise, 
possibly from EY

TMX noise TMX noise

Arch scattering noise, 
possibly from EY

Black lines 
show 
correlated 
features
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L1 DARM
4 hours

TMX noise: L1 
X_TR_A_NSUM
signal from 
transmission 
monitor  quad 
photodiode

L1 range

TMX noise

Arch scattering noise, 
possibly from EY

TMX noise

Arch scattering noise, 
possibly from EY

May 15 May 3
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The TMX noise

Arch scattering

The TMX noise

Arch scattering

The TMX noise

Arch scattering

Omega scan

Q-transform
Same settings

Spectrogram
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Was	there	early	Nov!



Why does X TR-B NSUM not see the noise?
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Spectral	look
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Not	seen	in	drive	signals
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TMS	1-5	Hz	injections	don’t	reproduce	noise

Neither	does	ISI	or	wall	injection	– except	maybe	a	sweep	we	have	to	redo
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1) Worst site: LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
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Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
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Soft hammer strike on SRTube by HAM5, 70-200 Hz band Soft hammer strike on HAM6 end cap, 70 – 200 Hz band

Blue HAM 6 accelerometers are not consistent in amplitude or  
time with effect in DARM, while HAM5 and septum accelerometers 
are.

For example, DARM (top trace) crosses 1 about the same time as 
The green septum accelerometers cross 15 for these and other 
impulses. 

Late arrival of signal on ISI GS13s indicates that the effect in 
DARM is associated with the vacuum enclosure, not motion of 
table.

DARM

HAM5 (Red)
HAM6 (Blue) 
accelerometers

Septum 
accelerometers

HAM6 HAM5

Septum

1

1 1

2

3
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3

ISI GS13s

Figure 1a. L1 coupling time and amplitude consistent with septum or HAM5 walls, not HAM6 walls or ISI tables

Bellows
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Pole strike on top of HAM5, 70-200 Hz bandPole strike on septum, 70-200 Hz band

Green septum accelerometers are consistent with signal size in 
DARM but red HAM5 accelerometer signals are bigger for the 
impulse on the right than for the one on the left, while the DARM 
amplitude is the other way around.  

Late arrival of signal on ISI GS13s indicates that the effect in 
DARM is associated with the vacuum enclosure, not motion of 
table.

DARM

HAM5 (Red)
HAM6 (Blue) 
accelerometers

Septum 
acelerometers

Septum

1

1

2

3

2

3

ISI GS13s

Figure 1b. L1 coupling amplitude is most consistent with septum, not other monitored parts of HAM5

Bellows

1 2

3

HAM6 HAM5
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Pole strike on HAM5 +Y flange, 70-200 Hz band Pole strike on HAM6 end cap, 70 – 200 Hz band

Blue HAM6  and red HAM5 accelerometers are not consistent in 
amplitude or  time with effect in DARM

Septum accelerometer is more consistent in time and amplitude 
with DARM

Late arrival of signal on ISI GS13s indicates that the effect in 
DARM is associated with the vacuum enclosure, not motion of 
table.

DARM

HAM5 (Red)
HAM6 (Blue) 
accelerometers

Septum 
accelerometer

HAM6 HAM5

Septum

1

1 1

2

3

2

2

3ISI GS13s

Figure 2a. H1 coupling time and amplitude consistent with septum, not HAM5/6 walls or ISI tables

Bellows
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Pole strike on HAM5 -X door, 70-200 Hz band Pole strike on HAM6 -X door, 70 – 200 Hz band

Blue HAM 6, and red HAM5 accelerometers are not consistent in 
amplitude or  time with effect in DARM. 

Septum accelerometer is more consistent in time and amplitude 
with DARM

Late arrival of signal on ISI GS13s indicates that the effect in 
DARM is associated with the vacuum enclosure, not motion of 
table.

DARM

HAM5 (Red)
HAM6 (Blue) 
accelerometers

Septum 
accelerometer

HAM6 HAM5

Septum

1

1 1

2

3

2
2

3ISI GS13s

Figure 2b. H1 coupling time and amplitude consistent with septum, not HAM5/6 walls or ISI tables

Bellows

1

2

3 3
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Impulse signal in  L1 DARM
For comparison, impulse 
signal in DARM (first white 
arrow) is pasted just before 
signal in accelerometer  
(second white arrow). This 
HAM6 accelerometer is not 
a good match

The best match to the 
resonance structure in L1 
DARM is with this beam-
line axis HAM5/6 septum 
accelerometer, suggesting 
that the septum beam-line 
motion is the source of the 
DARM noise.

L1

Not best match

Not best match

Not best matchNot best matchNot best match

Not best match
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Impulse signal in H1 
DARM generated by 
tapping HAM 5 +X 
reduction flange

For comparison, impulse 
signal in DARM (first white 
arrow) is pasted just before 
signal in accelerometer  
(second white arrow). This 
HAM5 accelerometer is not 
a good match

The best match to the 
resonance structure in H1 
DARM is with this beam-
line axis HAM5/6 septum 
accelerometer, suggesting 
that the septum vibration 
is the source of the DARM 
noise.

Not best match

H1

Not best matchNot best match

Not best match
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling

1) Worst stie: LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 
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Soft hammer strike on GV 10, 70-200 Hz band Soft hammer strike on underside of BSC5, 70-200 Hz band

DARM time and amplitude are consistent with red and blue 
manifold accelerometers: DARM crosses 1 about the same time 
red or blue cross 8000 for these and other impulses

Green BSC chamber accelerometers are not consistent in time or 
amplitude with DARM signal

DARM

Red and Blue: 
manifold 
accelerometers

BSC 5 
accelerometers

1

1

2

2

Figure 1a. LLO EY: accelerometer signals are consistent with manifold coupling but not coupling at the BSC

1 2

Manifold
BSC5 –
ETMY

1

2

2

Impact

Impact

1

2
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Soft hammer strike on -Y reduction flange, 70-200 Hz band Soft hammer strike on end cap, 70-200 Hz band

DARM time and amplitude are consistent with red and blue 
manifold accelerometers: DARM crosses 1 about the same time 
red or blue cross 8000 for these and other impulses

Green BSC chamber accelerometers are not consistent in time or 
amplitude with DARM signal

DARM

Red and Blue: 
manifold 
accelerometers

BSC 5 
accelerometers

1

1

2

2

Figure 1b. LLO EY: accelerometer signals are most consistent with coupling site in manifold

1

2

Maniforld
BSC5 –
ETMY

1

2 2

Impact Impact
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DARM

BSC5
accelerometers

Manifold 
accelerometers

ISI table 
GS 13s

Figure 2a. LHO EY: accelerometer signals are consistent with BSC coupling but not coupling at the manifold

Pole strike on BSC6 end cap Pole strike on gate valve

Manifold 
BSC10

Impact

Impact
1

1
1

The amplitude of the manifold accelerometers 
are not consistent with the amplitude in DARM

BSC6
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DARM

BSC5
accelerometers

Manifold 
accelerometers

ISI table 
GS 13s

Figure 2b. LHO EY: accelerometer signals are consistent with BSC coupling

Pole strike on +Y BSC10 flange Pole strike –Y BSC10 flange

Manifold 
BSC10Impact Impact

1 BSC5 accelerometers are slightly more consistent with
DARM than manifold accelerometers

1
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LLO EY Impulse originating at GV10
Impulse signal in L1 
DARM generated by 
impact at GV10

For comparison, 
impulse signal in DARM 
(first white arrow) is 
pasted just before 
signal in accelerometer  
(second white arrow). 

Lack of a match to DARM in frequency content suggests that no accelerometer is on coupling 
surface.
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temporary accelerometer on manifold (lower sample rate) temporary accelerometer on manifold (lower sample rate)

LHO EY Impulse originating at GV 18 

Impulse signal in H1 
DARM generated by 
impact at GV18

For comparison, 
impulse signal in DARM 
(first white arrow) is 
pasted just before 
signal in accelerometer  
(second white arrow). 

Lack of a match to DARM in frequency content suggests that no accelerometer is on coupling surface. Signal in DARM is slow at starting up, 
as if not tightly  coupled to the vacuum enclosure wall.
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LLO EY (2 views) LHO EX (2 views)LHO EY (2 views)
Fairly bright retroreflections 
from back ring of periscope at 
LLO-EY (yellow arrows)

LHO EX has similar glints, without 
the coupling to DARM.

gate valve 
(gets pulled up))

Similar glints can be seen at LHO 
EY
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling

1) Worst site: LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 
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-X side of HAM5

HAM6 end cap

view of beam spot on 
septum window

+X side of HAM5

Yellow arrows 
indicate 
examined views
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View from HAM6 endcap viewport indicated on previous page
toward septum window
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~3 degree scattering 
of main beam from 
septum window

OM1 AOSEMs
OM1

OM3

OM2
lights out
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septum window
(approximate)

camera view

OM1

OM2

Scattering angle: ~3 degrees
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OM2

Septum window

~3 degree scattering 
of main beam from 
septum window

OM1 AOSEM
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OM2

Septum window
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OM2 partially blocking beam spot on septum. No location 
gives a view of the whole beam spot.
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LHO	septum	– overlay	with	in	air	photo

-parallax	of	photo?– screws	don’t	line	up,	
card	and	ruler	away	from	window
-assume	we	can	line	up	viewport	size	from	
head-on	photo?	5.24’’	aperture

Sheila,	TVo – beam	centered	vertically,	
60	mm	from	left	(-X)	edge	of	viewport

“scatter	beam”	~15mm	-X,	~15	mm	up

Beam	on	card



LLO	HAM6	stray	light	photos

LLO	HAM6	much	”cleaner”	after	OMC	refl fix	– still	a	couple	of	small	beams
Squeezer	side	also	ok!	(just	OSEM	beams)
Ref:	LLO	alog 45378 ,	45104 and	44985
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Not	much	change	in	
coupling	with	the	
caveat	that	the	
reference	
measurement	is	from	
October

Ref:	LLO	alog 46010

LLO	HAM5/6	SHAKER	INJECTION	CHECK
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling   

1) LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling, worst sites

1) LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 



EX	side	view
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EX	photos	show	M13	clip?	
DARK ILLUMINATED



EX	photos	show	M13	clip?	Also	at	EY
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M5

TO ALS Table TO ALS Table

FROM ALS Table

M6

M4

M1

M2

M3

M7

M8

M9

M10

M13

M11

M12

M14

M15
L101

L102
M101

M102

M103M104

L201
L202

M201M202

M203

L203 M204

TRANSMON EX
D1201457-v2
L. Barsotti, S. Barnum - January 15, 2013 

?



LLO	End	Station	Photos	in	Full	Lock

56

• Stray	beams	on	walls	at	EY
• Stray	beams	on	ACB	
• Some	clipping	on	transmon
optics

• Some	beams	on	test	masses?
• General	brightness	all	over	the	
cage,	reaction	mass

• Floors	look	“clean”
• Unclear	what	matters

Ref	LLO	alog:	45469 (needs	
update)
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling, worst sites

1) LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling, worst sites

1) LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling, worst sites

1) LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO: 

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 



Shaking of BSC2 wall 
Impulse



Shaking of manifold reduction flange near ITMX optical lever
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LLO	LVEA	Y	TUBE	INJECTIONS	(still	to	analyze)	
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Introduction
A. Vibration coupling, worst sites

1) LLO EX transmission monitor
2) Next worst sites at LLO are EY and HAM5/6 and, at LHO, HAM5/6 and the PSL 
3) At both sites, HAM5/6 coupling is likely at the septum
4) EY coupling at LLO is likely in the manifold, at LHO, it may in the ETMY chamber
5) HAM5/6 coupling at the septum window?

Other beam spots on LLO HAM6
OMC REFL beam not the cause of the main HAM5/6 scattering 
HAM6 witness search at LLO

6) IO jitter coupling at both sites
7) Comparison of EY and EX in-lock photos
8) Shaker injections at EY produce noise similar to some anthropogenic noise
9) Other vibration coupling

Beamtube shaking
Coupling at LHO BS chamber and at the reduction flanges by the optical lever 
48 Hz peak at LHO 
Reduction of 58 Hz chiller peak at LHO

10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
11) Coupling estimates from PEM injections correctly predict environmental coupling 

LLO DARM glitch near S190510g is correctly predicted from PEM injection coupling functions.
Range reduction from LHO HVAC is roughly predicted from estimates for HAM5/6.
Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
Range reduction from wind at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions.

B.  Magnetic Coupling
C.  RF Coupling 
D. Site activities 
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No	coupling	(to	x10	or	better)
Site Location Injection	Type Relevant	to

LHO,	LLO mids Acoustic/shaker	10-100	Hz Beamtube scatter

LHO,	LLO IOT2L	(IMC	table) Acoustic/shaker	10-100	Hz Local	coupling

LHO,	LLO IMC	tube	(HAM2-3) Shaker	5-100	Hz Local	coupling

LHO HEPI	EX,	EY,	BS,	IX,	IY HEPI	Inj 1-100	Hz,	beam	dof ACB,	BS	baffles,	scatter

LLO ISI	all	BSC	and	HAM ISI	Inj 1-5	Hz,	beam	and	r	dofs Daytime	scatter

LLO Arm	beamtube Shaker	~58	Hz Beamtube scatter

LHO,	LLO SRC	tube	(HAM4-5) Shaker	5-100	Hz Local	coupling
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10) Vibration coupling not seen (at least 10 below DARM)
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Range reduction from rain at LHO is roughly consistent with PEM coupling functions 
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Thunder appearing in DARM

S190510g
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Thunder in DARM lines up with  EY mics

EX mic

CS mic

EY mic

S190510g
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Both plots, Red: HVAC on, Blue: HVAC off 

HVAC affects DARM
in the 30-90 Hz region 

HVAC affects seismometer and accelerometer signals above 5 Hz 
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Figure 2b
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